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Five Pawns Meets FDA's E-Liquid Manufacturer Registration Requirements Ahead of
Deadline
Premium vapor liquid manufacturer lists 388 UPC product codes for sale
Irvine, CA – Dec. 21, 2016 – Five Pawns, Inc., today announced it received confirmation from
the FDA that the federal agency has accepted the company's filing to continue to manufacture
and sell its complete line of premium e-liquids in the US. Five Pawns filed the requisite
documentation to the FDA on December 19, 2016, demonstrating its intention to comply well
ahead of the product listing deadline. Executing on the FDA's requirements is mandatory for all
companies that wish to continue to manufacture and sell ENDS and related products in the US.
“According to the FDA's regulations, only vapor product manufacturers who have established
themselves as a manufacturer and registered their products in accordance with the federal
guidelines will be allowed to continue to sell to the US market,” said Rodney Jerabek, chief
executive officer of Five Pawns. “This is just the next logical step in our company's pledge to
lead the industry by example. Five Pawns views this phase of the FDA compliance process as a
continuation of our promise to be the global e-liquid brand of choice ‘then, now and forever' for
our customers and partners alike.”
On August 8th 2016, the FDA became the authority over electronic nicotine delivery systems and
issued a set of regulations and registration deadlines pertaining to tobacco products, e-cigarettes,
and e-liquids. The process began with a request for all manufacturers and sellers of vapor
products to submit a Pre-Market Tobacco Application (PMTA) in the preparation of enforcement
of stringent new rules for safety, quality standards, and consumer information. Manufacturers and
sellers of tobacco products, e-cigarettes, and refill containers must

demonstrate they are working to meet the FDA regulations if they plan to continue to market
their products past August 8th, 2018.
“Successfully executing on the registration of our establishment and product listings took
another solid team effort from everyone at Five Pawns,” said Gavin Tucker, Five Pawns’ chief
operating officer. “After our successful TPD notifications in the EU, we are proud to continue
our effort to support the vaping industry distributors and retailers in the US and throughout the
world.”
Five Pawns focused intently on delivering precisely what the FDA required and submitted a
formal establishment registration along with a comprehensive product listing detailing the
product descriptions for everything the company manufactures.

About Five Pawns:
Southern California-based Five Pawns is the world’s leading maker of premium vapor liquid.
Five Pawns changed the vaping industry in 2012 with its line of “top shelf” premium vapor
liquids, which elevated vapor liquid enjoyment to a connoisseur’s art the likes of fine wine and
cuisine. When its debut Signature Line hit the market, vaping enthusiasts languishing in a world
of one-dimensional flavors were blown away by the brand’s complex, sophisticated flavors.
Five Pawns' solo release in 2013 of Castle Long Reserve, the world’s first barrel-aged e-liquid,
sold out worldwide in one week and became the most coveted vapor liquid in the world. The
subsequent Mixology Edition delivers extraordinary flavor character comparable only to
premium vintage spirits. With its absolute commitment to excellence, Five Pawns is unrivaled in
the quality, assurance, and flavor complexities its vapor liquids provide. Taste Five Pawns for
yourself at any one of over 1,000 authorized Five Pawns premium vapor liquid retailers
worldwide. Now it’s your move: www.fivepawns.com
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